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Abstract
Reflection and reflective programming can be used in a broad range of tasks like implementation

of serialization operations, remote procedure calls, scripting, automated user interface genera-

tion, implementation of several software design patterns, etc. C++ as one of the most prevalent

programming languages however, for various reasons, lacks a standardized reflection facility. In

this paper we present Mirror - a portable library adding reflection to C++ with a command-line

utility automating its usage. This library supports functional style static compile-time reflection

and metaprogramming and also provides two different object-oriented run-time polymorphic lay-

ers for dynamic reflection.

Keywords: reflection, reflective programming, metaprogramming, design-pattern implementa-

tion

1. Motivation

There are several distict computer programming tasks involving the execution of the same al-

gorithm on a set of data structures or types defined by an application or on instances of these

types, manipulating data members, global variables, calling free functions defined in namespaces

or class member functions in a uniform manner, conversion of data between the programming

language’s intrinsic representation and various external formats for the purpose of implementing

• serialization or storing of persistent data in a custom binary format or in XML, JSON,

XDR, etc. and deserialization or (re-)construction of class instances from external data

representation formats, from the data stored in a RDBS, from the data entered by a user

through a user interface,

• automatic generation of a relational schema from the application object model and object-

relational mapping (ORM),

• support for scripting

• remote procedure calls (RPC) / remote method invocation (RMI),

• object inspection and manipulation via a GUI

• object access through web services (WS),

• visualization of application data and the relations in it,

• automatic or semi-automatic implementation of certain software design patterns,

• documentation or conceptual representation of a software system.
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Historically, several different approaches were taken to implement the software features de-

scribed above. The first - manual implementation, is also the most error-prone, since it involves

writing new or changing the existing software source code in a tedious and inherently repetitive

way. It basically requires processing programming language constructs like types (either atomic

or elaborated), functions, constructors, class inheritance, class member variables, enumerated val-

ues, namespace members, or even high-level programming constructs like containers, etc. in a

uniform way that could be easily algorithmized.

It may be acceptable even if not very advantageous for a design pattern [13] implementation

to be made by a human programmer, but generating code related to RPC/RMI, scripting or ORM

is a task much better suited for a computer. Other procedures like creation of documentation or

knowledge representation of a software system, require some human work, but can be partially au-

tomated, which lead to the second, currently a very popular approach: preprocessing and parsing

of the program source by a usually very specific external program (documentation generation tool,

interface definition language compiler, interface generator for a REST web service, a support tool

for ORM, a rapid application development environment with a form designer, etc.). The result is

additional program source code, which is then compiled and integrated into the final application

binary code.

While adequate in many situations, this approach has also several disadvantages: It requres

external tools which may not fit well into the used build system or may not be portable across

platforms, such tools are task-specific and most of them don’t allow any or only a limited cus-

tomization of the output.

Another possibility for automating the implementation of the features described above is to

employ reflection, reflective programming, metaprogramming [2] and generic programming [3].

Automated implementation of the factory design pattern using reflection is shown for example

in [15] (although the method described therein is somewhat limited because it requires that the

constructed types have a default constructor and thus is not applicable to all types).

This technique is also used by several other reflection facilities, with similar limitations. Other

examples of design pattern implementation with the help of reflection can be found in [30, 31, 33].

Reflection can also be employed to perform other tasks listed above as shown by projects like [1,

24, 25, 32] and others.

2. Introduction to reflection and related work

Reflection provides a computer program with the ability to observe and possibly alter its struc-

ture and/or its behavior. This includes altering the existing or building new data structures, doing

changes to algorithms or changing the way the program code is interpreted [14]. Reflective pro-

gramming is a particular kind of metaprogramming.

One of the advantages of reflection is that everything is implemented in a single programming

language, and the human-written code can be closely tied with the reflection-based program code

which is automatically generated by compiler metaprograms, based on the metadata provided by

reflection.

Support for reflective programming is most common in high-level languages, often using a

virtual machine, an interpreter or another such run-time environment, like JAVA, C#, CLOS or

Smalltalk [6, 7, 11] and less common or limited in lower-level statically typed languages like

Objective C, Lisp or Scheme [14].

Today, C++ as one of the most popular [21, 23] multi-paradigm programming languages, lacks

a reflection facility. One of the attempts for standardized reflection in C++ was made in [29], but

the work seems to be on hold recently [27]. Another recent attempt to add "rich pointers" and

reflection to C++ [4] looks more promising, but does not address several important aspects like
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strongly typed enumerations, template parameters, traversal of namespace members, etc. and is

focused on run-time reflection.

There are several non-standard reflection systems, with varying degree of introspective and

reflective capabilities, using various approaches.

The OpenC++ [22] is a programming toolkit that allows writing meta-level source-to-source

transformation programs according to a meta-object-protocol (MOP) [7, 30] at the program pre-

processing/parse-time. The meta-level program is compiled by the GCC C++ compiler linked

with an OpenC++ add-on. Unfortunately only older compiler versions are supported which makes

the approach non-portable and outdated. Other publications [34, 35] describe a similar source-to-

source translator called FOG, adding support for aspect-oriented programming and basic compile-

time reflection to C++. More common are run-time reflection systems like Seal C++ reflection

system developed at CERN [27], or those described in [11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 26]. There are also

several static reflection facilities with some run-time features, like the one described in [28].

3. Mirror reflection utilities

3.1 Introduction and history

Mirror implements a set of portable and non-intrusive compile-time and run-time introspection

and reflection libraries and utilities for the C++ language. It provides reusable metadata reflecting

C++ program constructs like namespaces, types, classes, base class inheritance, member variables,

class templates and their template parameters, free functions, etc. and implements an extensive

set of metaprogramming tools for the traversal and usage of these metadata in compile-time func-

tional and run-time object-oriented algorithms. It also contains several high-level utilities, for

example the factory generator utility, described in greater detail in [8]. It adheres to the three

principles attributed to well-designed reflective facilities [6]: encapsulation, stratification and

ontological correspondence.

The library and the related tools are implemented as proof-of-concept for a future proposal

for standardised reflection for the C++ language and the source code is available for download

under the Boost Software License [5] from SourceForge.net at the following URL: http://

sourceforge.net/projects/mirror-lib/files/.

The current version [19], which is in active development, is using several new features from

the current ISO standard for the C++ language (C++2011). This version removes several design

problems discovered during the development and usage of the previous versions and in addition

contains a run-time layer, built on top of the compile-time metaobjects, providing a dynamic,

polymorphic object-oriented interface for their usage in run-time reflective algorithms. Recently

there have also been added both an object-oriented compile-time layer and a type-erasure utility.

This quaternary interface makes the library applicable in a wide range of scenarios.

3.2 Architecture

Mirror has a hierarchic multi-tier architecture and each layer provides services to the layers above

as shown on Figure 1.

• Registering and basic metadata: Standard C++ provides only a limited set of metainforma-

tion to build upon, therefore the basic programming language constructs like namespaces,

types, typedefs, classes, variables, functions, constructors, enumerated values, operators,

etc. need to be registered before they can be reflected. Mirror tries to make the process of

registering simple and convenient by providing a set of user-friendly registering macros and

already has the intrinsic types and many of the other common types, classes, templates and

namespaces pre-registered. This is the lowest layer and is used by the applications only to
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Mirror library

register their components. This registering should be replaced in future by static meta-data

provided by the compiler similar to the now standardized type_traits as described for

example in [9].

• Functional compile-time layer - Mirror: Mirror is a compile-time functional-style reflec-

tive programming library, which is based directly on the basic metadata and is suitable for

generic programming, similar to the standard type_traits library. It allows to write

compile-time metaprograms which enable the compiler to generate efficient program code.

• Object-oriented compile-time layer - Puddle: Puddle is a OOP-style compile-time interface

with some run-time features built on top of Mirror. It copies the metaobject concept hier-

archy of Mirror, but provides a more object-oriented interface. It is still inherently static,

allowing for extensive optimization by the compiler.

• Object-oriented type-erasure utility - Rubber: Based on the object-oriented compile-time

layer; its purpose is to remove the exact types of the instances of the metaobject concepts

provided by the lower layers and merge them into a single quasi-polymorphic type for each

compile-time metaobject concept. This enables the type-erased metaobjects to be stored

in standard containers (like vectors, maps, sets, etc.) and used in non-template functions

(for example C++ lambda functions). Unlike the Lagoon layer, it does not employ virtual

functions to achieve polymorphism. This utility is suited for situations where a combination

of compile-time and run-time reflection is required.

• Object-oriented run-time layer - Lagoon: Based on top of the Mirror and Puddle layers, it

provides a run-time polymorphic interface, more suitable for run-time reflective program-

ming, allowing the use of the provided metadata in a dynamic manner dependent on other

data available only at run-time. One of its disadvantages is the performance penalty in-

duced by virtual function calls and the inability of the compiler to inline such calls in many

cases together with long compilation times. In the future this layer will allow to compile

the metainformation into shared dynamic libraries separate from the applications and load

them on-demand.

3.3 Goals and Features

The libraries and related utilities are developed with the following goals in mind:

• Reusability: The metadata provided by Mirror is reusable in many situations and for many

different purposes.

• Flexibility: Mirror and the additional layers built on top of it allow to access the provided

metadata both at compile-time and run-time in a functional and object-oriented manner

depending on the application needs.
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• Encapsulation: Mirror and the additional layers provide interfaces for easy access to pro-

gram metadata.

• Stratification: It is non-intrusive and separates the meta-level from the base-level program

features. Things that are not needed are generally not compiled-into the final application.

• Ontological correspondence: The meta-level facilities correspond to the ontology of the

base-level C++ language constructs which they reflect.

• Completeness: Mirror tries to provide as much useful metadata as possible, including vari-

ous specifiers, iteration of namespace members and much more.

• Ease of use: Although it allows to do very complicated reflective metaprogramming, simple

things are kept simple.

• Cooperation with other libraries: Mirror and the additional layers can be used with the

introspection facilities provided by the standard library and third-party libraries.

3.4 Metaprogramming utilities

3.4.1 Compile-time

The metaprogramming tools implemented by Mirror allow writing complex algorithms, using

metadata describing the program, executed by the compiler at compilation time resulting only

in compile-time constants, types or program code chunks in intermediate representation that are

afterwards incorporated into the handwritten program code that is being compiled. The following

program code snippet shows one possible usage: processing all members of the global scope

filtering out only types which have the string ’long’ in their name, resulting in a series of calls to

a lambda function printing the names of the types to the standard output.

using namespace mirror;

std::cout << "Types having ’long’ in their name:" << std::endl;

mp::for_each<

mp::only_if<

members<MIRRORED_GLOBAL_SCOPE()>,

mp::and_<

mp::is_a<

mp::arg<1>,

meta_type_tag

>,

cts::contains<

static_name<mp::arg<1> >,

cts::string<’l’,’o’,’n’,’g’>

>

>

>

>(

[](const rubber::meta_named_object& type)

{

std::cout << type.base_name() << std::endl;

}

);
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This example is rather synthetic, but there are also real-life scenarios where this feature could

be used. If a consistent naming policy is defined for a large application (like the names of all

interfaces end with Intf or start with I, i.e. ComponentIntf or IComponent, or the names

of all classes mapped to database tables starting with DB, etc.) special set of classes, functions,

etc. can be selected and processed by a meta-program.

3.4.2 Run-time

The Lagoon layer implements run-time counterparts for the compile-time utilities from Mirror.

The code in the following example extracts all types from the global scope, sorts them by their

instance size and prints their names:

using namespace lagoon;

typedef shared<meta_type> shared_mt;

for_each(

sort(

extract<meta_type>(

reflected_global_scope()->members()

),

[](const shared_mt& a, const shared_mt& b)

{

return a->size_of() < b->size_of();

}

),

[](const shared_mt& member)

{

std::cout << member->full_name() << std::endl;

}

);

3.5 High-level utilities

In addition to the metaobjects reflecting various language constructs described above, Mirror also

provides several high-level reflection-based utilities.

3.5.1 Factory generator

The factory generator utility allows to automate the implementation of the factory design pattern

for types registered by the Mirror library. By factory we mean here a class, which can create

instances of a product type, but does not require that the caller chooses the manner of the con-

struction nor supplies the required parameters directly in the native data representation of C++.

A factory generated by Mirror examines the input which can be provided in an external data

representation like XML, JSON, XDR, a simple scripting language, a dataset which results from a

query to a RDBS, a user interface, etc., selects the constructor that matches to the available input

data, converts the data from the external representation and calls the constructor. It may even

construct some of the arguments recursively by the means of other, nested factories.

The advantage of this reflection-based approach is, that it separates (from the programmer’s

point of view) and then automatically combines the parts specific to the construction of a particular

type from the general logic of the constructor selection, input data validation and conversion. This
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way any reflectable type can be constructed from any input data format for which the conversion

logic is implemented.

Figure 2: Example of a graphic user interface dialog constructed by an automatically generated

factory.

The process of generation of the factories from the metadata provided by Mirror and a set of

user-specified templates is described in greater detail in [8],[19]. Example of a GUI created by

factory generated by the Mirror’s factory generator for a simple tetrahedron class with the

following definition, is shown on Figure 2.

struct vector

{

double x,y,z;

vector(double _x, double _y, double _z);

vector(double _w);

vector(void);

// ... + other declarations

};

struct triangle

{
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vector a, b, c;

triangle(vector _a, vector _b, vector _c);

triangle(void);

double area(void) const;

// ... + other declarations

};

struct tetrahedron

{

triangle base;

vector apex;

tetrahedron(const triangle& _base, const vector& _apex);

tetrahedron(

const vector& a,

const vector& b,

const vector& c,

const vector& d

);

double volume(void) const;

// ... + other declarations

};

Figure 3: Examples of a GUI dialogs with enabled localization constructed by a factory generated

by Mirror.

The automatically generated factory class creates a reusable GUI dialog window which allows

the user to select any combination of constructors of the classes declared in the code shown above,
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and provides means to input the values necessary to construct an instance of the tetrahedron

class.

The dialog contains widgets for the input of the constructor parameters with atomic types (in

this case double) with validators rejecting input of any text not convertible to a floating-point

value and checking if all required data was provided. Upon clicking the OK button, the factory

creates a new instance of the tetrahedron class and returns control to the application. This

process can be repeated multiple times without the need to recreate the input dialog. When the

factory no longer required it takes care of properly freeing the resources associated with the dialog

window.

Figure 3 shows another two dialogs created by an automatically generated factory, for a

person class. In this example the support for localization is enabled (with the en_US and

sk_SK locales) which results in more user-friendly dialogs by translating the basic C++ identifier

names on the label widgets to a more human-readable form and adapting the input widgets to

regional format.

The following code shows an example where a generated factory constructs a complex type

(a std::list of tetrahedrons) from a string in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

format. In this case the polymorphic factory generator from the Lagoon layer uses the mijson

parser that comes with the Mirror library to parse the input text. The polymorphic factory builder

allows to completelly decouple the meta-data from the factory builder and allows to specify both

the reflected type and the input-data-handling part of the factory at run-time.

int main(void)

{

try

{

using namespace lagoon;

// a polymorphic factory builder using

// the mijson parser

mijson_factory_builder builder;

// input handler for the factory

mijson_factory_input in;

// input data wrapper

auto data = in.data();

// the constructed type

typedef std::list<test::tetrahedron> tetrahedron_list;

// meta class reflecting the constructed type

auto meta_tl = reflected_class<tetrahedron_list>();

// the factory generated by the builder

// and the meta class using the input

// data wrapper

auto tl_factory = meta_tl->make_factory(

builder,

raw_ptr(&data)

);
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// the input string in JSON containing data

// for the construction of several tetrahedrons

const char json[] =

"["

" {"

" ’base’ : {"

" ’a’ : {’x’: 1, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 0},"

" ’b’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 1, ’z’: 0},"

" ’c’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 0} "

" },"

" ’apex’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 6} "

" },"

" {"

" ’base’ : {"

" ’a’ : {’x’: 1, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 0},"

" ’b’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 2, ’z’: 0},"

" ’c’ : {’w’: 0} "

" },"

" ’apex’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 6} "

" },"

" {"

" ’base’ : {"

" ’a’ : {’x’: 2, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 0},"

" ’b’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 2, ’z’: 0},"

" ’c’ : null "

" },"

" ’apex’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 6} "

" },"

" {"

" ’a’ : {’x’: 2, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 0},"

" ’b’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 2, ’z’: 0},"

" ’c’ : { },"

" ’d’ : {’x’: 0, ’y’: 0, ’z’: 12} "

" }"

"]";

// a parser parsing the JSON string

mirror::mijson_fragment<const char*> fragment(

json,

json + sizeof(json) - 1

);

// use the parsed JSON fragment as input

in.set(fragment);

// use the factory to create a list of tetrahedrons

raw_ptr ptl = tl_factory->new_();

// cast the raw pointer to a typed pointer
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tetrahedron_list& tl = *raw_cast<tetrahedron_list*>(ptl);

// traverse the constructed list of tetrahedrons

for(auto i = tl.begin(), e = tl.end(); i != e; ++i)

{

// print some information

std::cout

<< "the volume is "

<< i->volume() << " " << std::flush;

std::cout

<< "the area of the base is "

<< i->base.area() << std::endl;

}

// use the meta class to properly destroy

// the constructed instance of the list

// of tetrahedrons

meta_tl->delete_(ptl);

}

catch(std::exception const& error)

{

std::cerr << "Error: " << error.what() << std::endl;

}

//

return 0;

}

This application produces the following output:

the volume is 1 the area of the base is 0.5

the volume is 2 the area of the base is 1

the volume is 4 the area of the base is 2

the volume is 8 the area of the base is 2

Note that each tetrahedron in the input string is constructed with a different set of tetrahedron

and vector constructors.

This application could be extended for example to connect to a REST (REpresentational State

Transfer) web service hosted on a network, providing data in JSON format and then convert and

process the incomming data in C++. Mirror also provides factory builders parsing XML and a

C++-like script language and builders loading data from RDBS datasets using the libpq and

soci libraries (see [19] for more examples).

3.5.2 Invoker generator

The invoker generator allows to create invoker classes which are able to call arbitrary reflectable

functions, in the same manner as the generated factories call constructors. This feature is still

experimental.

3.6 External tools

The process of manual registering has several advantages, but can also be tedious and error-

prone. The registering macros use auto-detection where possible and many things do not have to
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be specified explicitly, but some changes in the base-level classes, like adding or removing of a

member variable, constructor or a whole class, etc. still require updates of the registering code.

If no special customization in the reflection of the base-level constructs (like hiding certain

members or constructors of a class or specifying of getter/setter functions for a member variable)

is required, then support for automatic reflection is desirable.

The MAuReEn (Mirror Auto-Reflection Engine) project also developed by the author, gen-

erates the registering code automatically while still allowing significant customization. This tool

parses the header files containing declarations of the base-level constructs to be registered (names-

paces, types, classes, variables, etc.) and outputs the required registering code into header files

as specifed by the user. It can be easily integrated into existing build systems like GNU Make,

CMake, Boost.Build and others. It has a modular architecture which allows to implement various

methods of input file parsing and output file generation. The automatically generated registering

code can be easily combined with hand-written registering code. The sources for this project

are available at http://gitorious.org/maureen. In future this tool could be completely

replaced by standard reflection as described in [9].

4. Conclusion and future work

As shown above, reflection can be a valuable programming tool. Even if excellent for compile-

time metaprogramming, the standardized C++ language misses a reflection facility. The goal of

the Mirror reflection utilities is to address this shortcoming and to provide a proof-of-concept

implementation of portable reflection for C++. Mirror is still in development and there are several

features that are planned for future releases, including but not limited to the following:

• Refactoring of the existing facilities for registering and reflection of free and class member

functions with proper support for function overloads.

• An abstract factory generator that would combine the concrete factories generated by the

existing factory generator utility into a single abstract factory.

• An object manipulator generator that would allow generating manipulators working on ex-

isting instances of various types. Such manipulators could perform tasks like GUI object

inspection, serialization, etc. in a similar manner as the generated factories are used for

object instantiation.

• An additional semantic-layer that would allow to tie conceptual data to the reflected pro-

gram components, allowing the visualization of application’s structure and data, generation

of more user-friendly GUI/Web interfaces, access for agent oriented systems and automated

reasoning.
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